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Picture of vehicle:

Name of vehicle: Mission Master

Picture of team leader:

Name of team leader: Dr. Marc Lemmermann
Team Name: Mission Master – Rheinmetall
Team E-mail: Marc.lemmermann@rheinmetall.com

Logo:

Return form to: elrob@fkie.fraunhofer.de
**Team Information**

**Website:**  
https://www.rheinmetall.ca/fr/rheinmetall_canada/index.php

**Location:**  
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Québec, Canada

**Institution/Company:**  
Rheinmetall Canada inc.

**Address:**  
225 boulevard du Séminaire sud, J3B8E9

**Telephone:**  
1-450-358-2000

**Fax:**  
1-450-358-1744

**Team Description:**  
Consisting of a multidisciplinary engineer team from various background, Rheinmetall UGV team work full time in order to develop the Mission Master engineered to unburden soldiers in today’s battlefield.

**Sponsors:**

**Selection of scenario:**

- Reconnoitring of structures (3D mapping & find simulated radiation sources)
- Mule (shuttle between two locations)
- Convoying (transport with two vehicles)
- Search & Rescue (SAR) / MedEvac (find and drag a dummy body)
- Reconnaissance and disposal of bombs and explosive devices (EOD/IED; **for professionals only**!)

**Proof of citizenship::**  
A copy of team leader passport will do (will not be published)!
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